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Abstract. We present an effective algorithm to detect essential bodyjoints and their corresponding atomic actions from a series of human
activity data for efficient human activity recognition/classification. Our
human activity data is captured by a RGB-D camera, i.e. Kinect, where
human skeletons are detected and provided by the Kinect SDK. Unique
in our approach is the novel encoding that can effectively convert skeleton data into a symbolic sequence representation which allows us to
detect the essential atomic actions of different human activities through
longest common subsequence extraction. Our experimental results show
that, through atomic action detection, we can recognize human activity
that consists of complicated actions. In addition, since our approach is
“simple”, our human activity recognition algorithm can be performed in
real-time.
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Introduction

Human activities are complicated. It often consists of many different atomic actions such as hand stretching, leg lifting, and/or head moving. Human activity
recognition, on the other hand, tries to recognize high level semantic meaning of human actions such as walking, running, jumping. Majority of previous
approaches [1–14] recognize human activity by considering different part of human actions as a whole to build a human activity classifier/model. Essentially,
such approaches often fail when a human performs complicated actions that are
largely deviated from the “normal” activities in their training data.
In this paper, in contrary to previous approaches that use a whole body actions to recognize human activities, we propose an alternative approach that recognizes human activity by detecting essential atomic actions of different human
activity classes in training data. Our approach is motivated by the observation
that only certain part of atomic actions of a human is sufficient to recognize a
human activity. For example, to recognize a “walking” activity, we only require
to recognize the body movement and the atomic actions of legs where actions
of upper body of a human is irrelevant. This observation also applies to many
common human activities such as hand waving, jumping and sitting.
To demonstrate our idea on human activity recognition, we develop an algorithm that works on the human skeleton data. The human skeleton data can
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be captured by a RGB-D camera and/or by any other motion capturing system
that can gather human skeleton data. For our convenience, we use the Kinect [15]
and its SDK to get human skeleton data [16]. We collect many skeleton data of
different activity classes, i.e. boxing, jumping, hand waving, sitting/standing.
Each training example is labeled manually with the class label. Our goal is to
detect the atomic actions within each class such that we can recognize activities
by just detecting similar atomic actions in testing video. We assume essential
atomic actions of each class are the actions that are repeated by themselves
frequently (with variations) in training data.
Our algorithm starts by converting human skeleton data into symbolic sequence representation. The symbolic sequence representation can tolerate interclass variations of atomic actions, which allows us to recognize human activity
in a robust manner. In addition, since we assume essential atomic actions are
repeated actions in training data, we convert our problem into a problem that
finds the longest common subsequences in training data that are repeated by
themselves within and among different training examples within the same activity class. In testing phase, the learnt longest common subsequences will be
compared with the symbolic sequence representation of testing data to classify if
a testing example belongs to an activity class defined in training phase. Since our
recognition algorithm only involves a very simple operation for common subsequent string detection, our algorithm can recognize human activity in real-time.
Our experimental results also show that our approach out-performs previous
approaches that use the whole body actions for activity recognition.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related works. Section 3 describes our algorithm in details. Section 4 demonstrates
the effectiveness of our approach through experiments. Section 5 concludes our
paper.

2

Related Works

There is a great deal of work targeting activity recognition. We discuss examples
most relevant to our approach that recognize human activity using human pose
information and refer the reader to the following recent articles by Poppe [17]
and Aggarwal and Ryoo [18] for more thorough surveys.
With an adventure of Microsoft Kinect [15], state-of-the-art pose estimation
algorithm [16] can predict human pose in terms of 3D body-joint positions from
a single depth image. Such information is very useful in human activity recognition. In Sung et al. [19], they use the pose information from Kinect to extract
features such as body pose features, hand position and motion information for
activity recognition. Their body pose features compose of 10 torso related bodyjoint orientations, such as relative position between foot/hand and torso, relative
position between head and hip, and relative positions between head and torso.
For each consecutive frame in a video, they calculate the changes of these bodyjoint angles and train an activity recognizer using hierarchical maximum-entropy
Markov models for each labeled action.
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Similar to Sung et al. [19], Tran et al. [20] also use Kinect data for activity
recognition. They introduced a polar space which measures the distance and angle orientations of different body part from the center of a body. A 2D histogram
is created to capture the frequency of body parts being observed at each different
quantized locations. A classifier is trained using the 2D histogram as features
to recognize different human activity. While both Sung et al.[19] and Tran et
al. [20] demonstrated some successes in human activity recognition using Kinect
data, these two approaches consider human activity as a whole body actions.
When there is an “abnormal” activity, such as a person is waving hand during
walking, these approaches often produce less than satisfactory results.
Meanwhile, there are also approaches that try to recognize human activity
by considering the importance of different body parts. Ryoo and Aggarwal [21]
proposes a description-based approach for activity recognition. Their basic idea
is to use a context-free grammar (CFG) to represent and encode the hierarchical
structure of human activity. In each frame, the system extracts poses and gestures for each body part: head, upper-body, lower-body, and hand position. If
all of required poses and gestures are recognized and the time intervals for them
satisfy the relationships described in the representation, the system deduces the
action is occurred. Unlike other previous works, Ryoo and Aggarwal treat body
parts separately so that poses and gestures are recognized in each body part.
However, in their training process, it requires manual encoding on poses or gestures for each body part as well as the time intervals for each atomic action
using their CFG syntax.
Chakraborty et al. [22] propose the ensemble of body-part detectors using
hidden Markov model. Similar to our motivation, they observe that not all bodyparts contribute equally to all action classes. Thus, their approach is especially
robust in distinguishing between similar actions since it only considers the certain body-parts that has major contribution to the actions. Nevertheless, their
approach still requires manual labeling to characterize different body-parts for
different human activity class.
Comparing our work with previous works in [21] and [22], our approach only
requires manual label of different activity class. It is automatic in detecting
essential body-joints and atomic actions that are necessary for activity recognition. Moreover, our symbolic sequence representation is robust in body-joint
angle orientation and it is efficient in activity recognition after training.

3

Algorithm

In this section, we present our algorithm for activity recognition from human
skeleton data. We will first present our representation on how to convert skeleton
data into our symbolic sequence representation. Next, we will present our main
algorithm on how to learn essential body-joint and atomic action from training
data using the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm [23, 24]. Finally,
we describe how we can detect human activity via sequence matching.
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(a)1st order

(b)2nd order

Fig. 1. The skeleton data from Kinect SDK contains 19 different body-joint vectors.
Each body-joint vector captures the vector orientation from one joint to another joint.
On top of the first order neighborhood provided by the SDK, we defined a second order
neighborhood that connects adjacent vectors. The body-joint angle of second order
vector can be easily computed from the body-joint angles of the first order vector. In
total, we have 19 first order vectors and 14 second order vectors which capture human
pose information at time t.

3.1

From Skeleton to Symbolic Representation

The skeleton data from Kinect SDK has 19 different body-joint vectors and the
center location of human body as illustrated in Figure 1(a). These body-joint
vectors encode the vector orientations of different body parts from one bodyjoint to another body-joint in 3D world-coordinate. Since human actions usually
contain different amount of variations, using the original body-joint angles for
training can be sensitive. Here, we propose to convert these body-joint angles
into a symbolic representation by quantizing the angles from continuous domain
into a discrete symbol as illustrated in Figure 2. For each body-joint angle in 3D
world coordinate, we project the angle onto xy-plane and yz-plane respectively.
The projected angles are then quantized into eight discrete symbols. Hence, we
quantize body-joint angles in 3D world coordinate into 64 discrete symbols which
is robust enough to encode human action while tolerates small variations across
different examples of the same activity. Figure 3 shows an example on how to
encode the body-joints angles of left shoulder, left elbow, left wrist, and left
hand, into symbols for the left hand waving action at time t and time t + 1.
Besides body-joint angles, we also need to consider the change of human body
location as it also provides very useful information in activity recognition. Similar
to body-joint angle, we measure the location difference of “hip center” body-joint
between the current and the next frame and then convert the movement vector
into our symbolic representation. Figure 4 illustrates our process. We quantize
the location difference similar to body-joint angle. After that, we further quantize
the magnitude of movement vector to “no movement”, “small movement” and
“large movement” by two thresholds. The thresholds were set empirically. In
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Fig. 2. We convert a continuous angle in 3D space into discrete symbol according the
projected angles in xy-plane and yz-plane.
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Fig. 3. Body-joint symbols for one item of data containing a “waving” action.

our experiments, we found that setting the first threshold as half of average
movement in training data, and the second threshold as three times larger than
the first threshold produce good recognition accuracy.
After converting skeleton data into our symbolic representation, we obtain
34 sequences where 19 sequences corresponding to the first order body-joint
angles, 14 sequences corresponding to the second order body joint angles, and 1
sequences corresponding to human body movement. Since we are interested in
“active” actions, we remove symbols that are identical in consecutive frame as
illustrated in Figure 5. The compact representation of motion sequences allows
us to focus on only the moving part of human activity for training and testing.
3.2

Essential Body-Joints and Atomic Action Detection

From the symbolic representation of motion sequences, we want to detect the
essential body-joints and the atomic action that can be used for activity recognition. We define the essential body-joints to be the body-joint vectors that are
necessary and sufficient for recognizing certain activity. For example, to recognize a “walking” activity, we only require the body-joint vectors of hips and
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Fig. 4. (a) We compute the movement vector by measuring the location difference
of “hip center” body-joint between consecutive frames. (b) The movement vector is
converted into symbolic representation according to the movement vector direction.
(c) We additionally add another symbol to encode magnitude of the movement vector.
64 32 32 32 32 32 33 33 33 43 56 42 42 42 54 54 54 54 32 32 32 32

64 32 33 43 56 42 54 32

Fig. 5. We remove identical symbols in consecutive frames to adopt a compact representation of motion sequences.

legs and the human body movement vector. The body-joint vectors of head and
hands are less important or even irrelevant. This observation also applies to
many other human activity that only involves certain parts of body actions but
not the whole body actions. We define the atomic action to be the pattern of
actions of essential body-joints that can be used to recognize certain activity.
Using the “walking” activity as example, this activity involves legs lifting and
legs stretching to follow certain sequences. By detecting atomic actions of essential body joints, one can evaluate and recognize if a person has performed
certain activity or not.
We adopt the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm [23, 24] to
serve our purpose. Among the labeled training data, we compare the current
longest common subsequence of each body-joint to the symbolic motion sequence
of new data of the same body joint:

atomic(a, i) =

LCS(atomic(a, i − 1), i-th example)
i-th example

if i > 0
.
if i = 0

(1)
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where a is index of body-joint, i is index of training examples, and atomic(a, i)
is the atomic action of body-joint a learnt from the first i-th training examples.
This process continues until we process all training examples. After performing
the LCS algorithm, some body-joints may have no common sub-sequences. We
discard these body-joints as we believe these are irrelevant body-joint. Accordingly, we consider a body-joint is essential only if the learnt atomic actions have
three or more symbols in its sequences.
During the recognition phase, we build a finite state machine for each atomic
action of essential body-joint in each training category. When a new testing
sequence comes, the skeleton data can be converted into our symbolic representation in real-time and then verified by the finite state machine. The benefit of
finite state machine is that it can effectively filter out consecutive identity symbols in testing caused by slow motion of activity. Hence, our algorithm is robust
to the speed variations of human activity.

4

Experimental Results

We evaluate our algorithm in this section using real-world examples. We will
first describe our training data. Next, we will evaluate if our algorithm can successfully detect essential body-joints by comparing with ground truth essential
body-joints. Finally, we test our learnt essential body-joints and atomic actions
to recognize human activity with challenging examples.
4.1

Training Data

We build our own training data by using Kinect to capture real-world examples. Our training data consists of four different activity categories: “boxing”,
“jumping”, “hand waving” and “sitting/standing”. For each activity category, we
collect two different type of examples: Single Action (SA) examples and Composite Action (CA) examples. In the single action training data, only the essential
body-joints are moving while the other body-joints are static. In composition
action training data, not only the essential body-joints are moving but the other
body-joints are also free for moving. Figure 6 shows examples of single action
and composite action training data. We assign label manually to each training
example. For composite action training examples that consist of multiple action
categories, multiple labels has been given. Within each category, we collect 16
training examples with different persons performing the same activity.
4.2

Evaluation on the detected essential body-joints

Our first experiment evaluates the effectiveness of our method on essential bodyjoints detection. We detect the essential body-joints for each category using SA
and CA training data separately. Figure 7 shows our detected essential bodyjoints for different activity category. The skeletons on the left hand side of each
category are the results learnt from SA training data, and the skeletons on the
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(a) Single Action (SA) example of a “hand waving” action.
frame t+1
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(b) Composite Action (CA) example that has both “hand waving” and “walking” actions.
Fig. 6. Examples of our training data.

right hand side of each category are the results learnt from SA training data.
The detected essential body-joints were highlighted.
With the SA training data, not only the essential body-joints were detected.
Some inessential body-joints were also detected. For example, the body-joints
related to two arms should not be detected as essential for a “jumping” action.
However, the system identifies some body-joints around arms since the subjects
habitually move their arms to perform a “jumping” action. When the system
uses the CA training data, the result of essential body-joint detection is better in
most action categories. However, although both left and right arms are essential
for a “boxing” action, only two body-joints in the right arm - ‘wrist right’ and
‘hand right’ - are detected as essential. Though not all essential body-joints are
selected for a “boxing” action, the system is able to recognize the action with
only these two body-joints. Table 1 shows the learnt atomic action sequences for
the “boxing” action and the “hand waving” action. Both wrist and hand were
detected as essential body-joints, yet our learnt atomic action sequences are
different. Our algorithm can successfully detect different body-joints and atomic
actions for different activity category and the “correct” essential body-joints in
each activity were included.
4.3

Activity Recognition Accuracy

We evaluate and compare our activity recognition accuracy with approach from
Tran et al. [20]. In [20], Tran et al. describe video data by a polar histogram
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(a) “boxing” action

(b) ”jumping” action

(c) “hand waving” action

(d) “sitting/standing” action
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Fig. 7. Results of essential body-joint detection. Every left skeleton indicates the detected body-joints when the SA dataset is used while every right skeleton is associated
with those when the CA dataset is used. A body-joint is filled with a color, if the
body-joint’s 1st order adjacent vector is selected. In addition, a body-joint’s edge is
colored if the 2nd order adjacent vector is selected.
Table 1. Comparison of the common sequences between a “boxing” action and a
“waving” action. Although the detected essential body-joints are similar, atomic action
sequences for each selected body-joint differ from each action.
Body joint

When the system detects essential body joints using CA training data

Name

Adjacent order

“boxing” action

“hand waving” action

wrist right

1st

44 55 44

33 23

hand right

2nd

44 55 44

wrist right

2nd

23 33

14 34 24

which each histogram bin represents the frequency of certain body-parts appeared in the histogram bin area. We call this approach a Whole Body-Joint
(WBJ) approach since they use all available body-part actions to build their polar histogram for activity recognition. While our approach only uses the detected
essential body-joints for activity recognition.
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0.97

0.9
0.8

WBJ

0.75

0.72

0.68 0.71

0.7

Ours

data type

0.6
SA, SA

SA, CA

CA, SA

CA, CA

(train, test)

Fig. 8. Activity recognition accuracy. Our approach out-perform WBJ approach when
the training/testing data contains composite action.

Similar to previous experiments, we again separate the SA and CA data
to train and test the activity recognition accuracy of our approach and the
WBJ approach. Note that we adopt the leave-one-out cross validation. Figure 8
compares the average accuracies. In the axis of data type, the first letter is
related to the type of training data while the second is associated with that of
test data. As we can observe from Figure 8, when training or test data contains
composite actions, our approach performs much better than the WBJ approach.
Meanwhile, we have also observed that our approach does not work well when
training data is SA but the testing data type is CA. This is because some of
inessential body-joints were detected and were used to recognize activity. This
result also confirms that essential body-joint detection is necessary for activity
recognition. Consequently, our approach performs better when using CA data
for training.

frame t+1

frame t+8

frame t+15

frame t+22

frame t+29

frame t+36

frame t+43

Fig. 9. We show seven frames from the CA training data where the ground truth labels
are both “hand waving” and “sitting/standing”. WBJ approach fails this example,
while our approach can still recognize both labels.

Figure 9 shows a challenging testing example. This example contains both
“hand waving” and “sitting/standing” activity simultaneously. WBJ approach
fails to recognize the labels of this example since their approach uses a whole
body actions to recognize activity which is not applicable to this challenging
composite action. On the other hand, our approach only uses essential body
joints to recognize activity. Both “hand waving” and “sitting/standing” labels
were successfully detected using our proposed algorithm.
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Conclusion

We have presented a simple yet effective algorithm to automatically detect essential body-joints and atomic action sequences for human activity recognition. To
handle within class activity variations, we convert continuous skeleton data into
discrete symbolic representation which can tolerate small variations of activity
performed by different people. After that, we detect essential body-joints and
atomic action sequence from training data by extracting the longest common
subsequence among the activity examples within the same activity category. In
recognition phase, we build a finite state machine for each learnt atomic action sequences of detected essential body-joints to recognize human activity in
real-time.
While majority of previous approaches focus on whole body actions of human
activity, our approach focuses on the atomic actions of essential body-joints.
The experimental results show that our observation that only essential part
of body actions is necessary and sufficient for activity recognition is valid. With
essential body-joint detection, our approach can outperform recent WBJ activity
recognition algorithm on challenging examples which contain composite actions
with multiple labels. Our current approach assumes the training data does not
contains any noise or outliers, e.g. wrong labels. Such outliers can potentially
damage our atomic action detection algorithm. In the future, we shall study how
to incorporate probability model into our algorithm to increase the robustness for
detecting atomic action sequences. We shall also study how to incorporate some
advanced feature selection techniques into our algorithm for essential body-joint
detection.
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